
Vladyslav
Tsurkanenko

My Projects:
Chess with friends
React, Typescript, Redux, Socket.io, Node.js
- playing chess with friends over the socket 
and being able to chat with them at 
the same time.

Social Network
React, Typescript, Redux, Socket.io, Node, SQL
- this application has live chat functionality enabled by
Socket.io as well as adding friends and managing friend
requests with Redux. 
The application has an authentication and password reset
functionalities.

Image-board
Vue, Node, PostgreSQL
-single-page application with image upload
modal image view and comment sections.
Acquired skills: Work lifecycles and components in Vue.js,
make fetch requests to the server, implement-side routing.

Junior Full Stack Web Developer

Skills:
Frontend: React, Next.js, Vue.js, HTML, CSS
Backend: JavaScript, TypeScript, JQuery, PostgresSQL,
Firebase
Testing: Jest
Development Tools: Git, GitHub, AWS

Education:
2022 - Web Development at Spiced
- an intensive full time web development bootcamp
2016-2019 - Budapest Metropolitan University
- Bachelor’s degree of Applied Science (B.A.Sc.),
International Relations
2015 -2016 - Uzhhorod National University
- International Law

Languages:
English (C2), German (B2), Ukrainian (C2)

Contact Information:
vladyslav.tsurkanenko@hotmail.com
+380950174826, +491621616242

I recently graduated from Spiced Academy. I am 
looking for a possibility to learn and improve my
skills with Typescript, Javascript, as well as 
advance my knowledge of FrontEnd and BackEnd
development. My experience in banking, 
finance, and the skills such as: teamwork, 
taking initiative, and my analytical skills 
will help me in a new environment. 
I am very motivated to contribute 
to your projects and learn 
the process very quickly.

Past work experiences:
2022 - Aug 2022 - Officer Accounts Receivable at BASF
- optimized the workflows for several markets in the 
EU and ensuring that all the requests are processed 
within a given timeframe.
- Varified the incoming payments and staying in close
contact with overdue clients. 

2020-2021 - Accounts Payable Accountant at TKE
- assisted in a big business transition from Germany and documented
many processes. 
- while starting with a small team, kept the backlog
low throughout the transition.

2017-2020 - Client Advisor at Citi Bank
- communicated issues to the BO
- had been promoted to the Trainer position
- trained new colleagues and assisted the managers 
in organizing work activities.
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